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Abstract. Cloud computing technology in higher education brings cost
efficiency and flexibility into the organizations: software as a service (SaaS)
solutions require low infrastructural investments and migrate IT resources to the
Internet. Adapting to the rapidly changing environment, students require new
technology, new methods, new instruments and even new learning techniques.
Google apps is the choice for the students. This research aims to assess the
Google apps that were selected from the previous works. The researchers
applied Google apps in software engineering class of College of Art Media and
Technology (CAMT).
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Introduction

Cloud computing is one of the applicable technologies which can improve end-user
productivity and reduce driven-overhead by offering services. Cloud computing
technology has been widely defined in many different ways. Cloud computing not
provides only services through internet but also the provision of several commodities
“as-a-service” [1, 2]. On another word, cloud computing can provide the provisioning
services such as Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS), Platform as a Service (PaaS),
Software as a Service (SaaS), and Business Process as a Service (BPaaS).
Cloud computing is also information technology communication for education
environment [3, 4]. The students can get the benefits from this technology, especially,
Software as a Service (SaaS) which can improve flexibility and accessibility [3, 5].
Cost cutting is a key benefit because the users don’t have to install the software on
their own computer. SaaS change the way how to deliver the software to customers
because the customers can access the services through internet [6]. The organizations
which are interested in the SaaS model would like to subscribe SaaS more than
develop a new one [7]. If the organizations would like to apply SaaS, they need to
select appropriate services. Different SaaS providers propose different services to their
educational solution. They offer not only different services; but also, different
solutions. On the other hand, these solutions are not completely different, they still
have common services. These reasons lead competition among SaaS providers occur.
SaaS providers are growing up rapidly due to continuous growing of cloud computing

technology. Consequence, SaaS vendors can offer several alternative solutions that
able to meet SaaS user needs. Normally, SaaS providers provide standardized services
to subscribers but the subscribers always have unique requirements for their own
businesses. If the standardized services could not fulfill their requirements,
customization and configuration are applicable [6, 8]. Selection issue comes up with
decision making. The decision making applies the prioritization to clearly define the
selection [5, 9].
Higher education and cloud computing bring cost effectiveness to the educational
institution [12]. For the higher education, the cost of being in this level is increasing
compare to the lower level but the university’s budget is decreasing [10, 11]. The
students in the higher education also ask for improving the teaching methods, new
technologies, new instrument and new learning technique [10, 12]. Some education
institutions do not have resources or infrastructure to support their students [4, 13]. In
order to the needs of student and the problems of education institutions, adapting
software services can help with this issue. Reusing software service leads us more
efficient and more adaptable to the needs [10, 11]. Moreover, this research also adopt
learning cloud services framework to build up the service checklists of students
because this framework is under the perspective of learners [14].
This research aims to assess the Google apps that were selected from the previous
work. There are two previous works that have been related to this research paper:
provider selection and service prioritization. Recommendation matrix for selecting
education cloud service providers: configuration and customization perspectives, is
applied to select the cloud provider [15]. The imperativeness of services is prioritized
by using combined techniques between 100 dollars test and grouping [16].
In the following, we begin by showing the literature review of software selection
process that we apply for the research methodology (Section 2). Next, we explain how
this research were conducted (Section 3), this is followed by a results and discussions
(Section 4) and conclusion (Section 5).
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Software Selection Process

In 2009 Syed Ahsan Fahmi and Choi summarized the existing methods which are
OTSO, CSSP, CRE and CBR [17]. The first one, Off-The Shelf-Option (OTSO) is the
general method to choose the component. The aim of this method is evaluate the
existing component-of-the-shelf (COTs) based on the requirement of the organization.
This method consists of 6 tasks which are searching, screening, evaluation, analysis,
deployment and assessment [18]. The second one, COTS Software Selection Process
(CSSP), the aim of this method is to choose the right COTs for the organization. The
important thing is this method has defined the criteria of input and output of each task
clearly. The method is composed of 6 tasks which are evaluation team, goal identify,
plan, filtering from vendor information, filtering from vendor demonstration and
documentation [19]. The third one, Cots-Based Requirement Engineering (CRE) is
the systematic method and reusable follow the requirements. The highlight of this
method is supporting non-functional requirement to choose software. The main point
of this method is the requirement which meets the customer will be kept and others
requirements are eliminated [20]. The last one, Cots-Based Requirement Engineering

(CBR), contains 4 steps which are retrieve, reuse, revise and retain. This method
suitable with the organization where have experience about choosing the software
before, therefore; the organization can select the software base on the experience [21].
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Fig. 1. The Common Software Selection Process

Each software selection process has own appropriated context. OTSO is proper
with the organization where decision making depends on authorized people. CSSP I
suitable for the organization where explicit results of each selection phase is required.
CRE is for the organization where they concern about users; satisfaction. CBR fits
with the organization where they have experiences about choosing software. On the
other hand, these software selection processes have the phases in common. As a result
researcher classifies the common task of each method into 3 tasks which are selection,
analysis and assesment as shown in Fig. 1. The Eliminate, Combine Rearrange, and
Simplify (ECRS) method is adapted to conclude the research methodology in this
research [22]. Selection is about searching or identifying what kind of software that
we need. Analysis is the designing process that we could filter or manage the software
from the previous process. Assessment is the process that validate the selected
software.
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Research Methodology

The research methodology consists of three main processes: provider selection
process, service analysis process and software as a services assessment process. In the
process of selection, the principles of the learning cloud service framework are
utilized. In the service analysis process, we use two techniques of prioritization: the
100 dollars test and grouping. This process classifies the services into groups by using
K-means algorithm. In the course of software-as-s-service assessment, a requirement
document is created to build up the prototype of the learning supported system for
students. In this research we focus on the third process (SaaS Assessment) as shown
in Fig.2., there are 3 phases which are matching, designing and applying. Firstly,
matching phase, the prioritized services and cloud service provider are matched.
Secondly, Designing phase is the phase that rank the selected services into the web
portal. Lastly, these selected services should be applied in the organization.

Fig. 2. The Overview of Proposed Framework

Fig. 2. Describes the proposed framework. The first step is about selection provider
through recommendation matrix. The result is an appropriate provider for the
organization. The second step is analyzing the services of the provider by adopting the
learning cloud service requirement to classify these services into groups. After that let
the student prioritize the services follow 100 dollars test technique. The K-means
algorithm applied to identify the proper number of group of the services. The
prioritized services are formed into the document and the SaaS is assessed by the
students in the last step.

3.1

Matching Prioritized Services with the Selected Cloud Provider

The selected cloud provider in this research is Google. In addition, Google apps
are the services that we will match with the prioritized services. The prioritized
services are from learning cloud service checklist. The requirements of service
checklist adopt the requirements of learning cloud service framework. 5 categories of
services are personal learning, community learning, collaborative learning,
communicative learning, and multi-rich material learning.
3.2

Designing Web Portal

The document is written to communicate with developer who can create the prototype
and let the student try the collection of services that has been chosen. Regarding the
matching prioritized services with the selected cloud provider, we know which
Google apps will be used. Moreover, each service and each category has own priority.
With the priority, we can design the web portal.

3.3

Applying Learning Cloud Services in the Class

First of all, train the students about how to use the Google apps that has been
chosen. And then, let the students try these Google apps for one semester .After that,
the students could return their feedback. There are 5 scales that the student can assign
to each services about their usability. The score is 5 if that services is strongly useful
for their learning. The score is 4 if that services is useful for their learning. The score
is 3 if that services is not affected for their learning. The score is 2 if that services is
useless for their learning. The score is 1 if that services is strongly useless for their
learning.

4

Result and Discussion

The researchers applied this approach in College of Art Media and Technology
(CAMT) with 42 students. For the provider selection process, Google were chosen as
a provider because Google got the highest recommendation score from the
recommendation matrix for selecting education cloud service provider [16]. This
matrix is built up from the configuration and customization and take the provider who
provide the services for educational institution to be candidate. Moreover, the criteria
of this matrix are from learning cloud service framework. Next the service analysis
process apply two prioritization techniques. Numerical assignment technique allows
students to answer ‘need’ and ‘no need’ and ‘no opinion’. cumulative voting
technique or 100 dollars technique is adapt in ‘need’ answer by allowing the student
spend money on service that they need and they can spend money 100 dollars in total.
Then the prioritized services are from the service analysis process. Services are
classified into 3 groups as follows: critical, standard and optional. The optional
services are not applied in this research.
4.1

Matching Prioritized Services with the Selected Cloud Provider

Fig. 3. The Diagram for the Learning Support Services

Fig. 3. is showing the relation between the services and software as a service of
the provider. There are 14 learning cloud services as follows: translation, search,
synchronization, file storage and sharing, wiki, discussion board, social network,
blogging, internet telephony, e-mail, sms, chat, video on demand, and code. However,
only 11 Google apps that matched with the selected cloud learning services which are
Google translate, Google search, Google Syn, Google drive, Google site, Google
group, Google+, Blogger, Gmail, Youtube for education, Google code. Google+
could match both social network and internet telephony. Gmail could provide services
for e-mail, sms and chat.
4.2

Designing Web Portal

The result prioritization can design the webpage. The services in critical and
standard group are applied in the learning support web portal as shown in Fig. 4. Five
categories of services are also rank from the most important category to the least
important category, personal learning, collaborative learning, social community
learning, communicative learning, and multimedia-rich material respectively.

Fig. 4. The Overview of Learning Support Web Portal
The services in each category is classify into two groups which are the critical and
standard. Firstly, personal learning has synchronization in standard group and other
services in critical group. Secondly, collaborative learning has file storage &sharing
in critical group and other services in standard group. Thirdly, social community
learning has social network service in critical group and blogging service in standard
group. Fourthly, communicative learning has internet telephony in critical group and
other services in standard group. Lastly, multi-media rich material has only services
in the standard group.

Fig. 5. The Personalized Learning Page
Fig. 5. illustrates the example of the personalized learning page which arranges the
services in the critical group to the left hand-side and arrange the services in the
standard group in the right-hand. Moreover, the priority of each page are also
prioritized from the amount of money that the students spent from the service analysis
phase with the 100-dollar technique.

4.3

Applying Learning Cloud Services in the Class

For the feedback, 41 students from 42 students respond about the software as a
service that the researchers select for them in Table1. The researchers provide an
online questionnaire to let them evaluate each selected service about the supportedusability for their learning.

Fig. 6. The Feedback from the students

Fig.6. demonstrate the feedback of students about the each selected service’s
supported-usability for their learning. The horizontal axis shown the priority of each
services, while the vertical axis represent the feedback score of each service. The
priority ranked from the heist priority to the lowest priority which are number 1 and
number 14 respectively. The average score of these services are 3.81.
The trend of the students’ feedback is the same direction like the prioritization
services. Most of SaaS from the critical group got the score over average, except
Google+. In this case, the integration approach is recommended; the organization can
apply another SaaS to the social network approach because there are many social
networking. Whereas Most of SaaS from the standard group got the score under
average, only Youtube for education that slightly greater that the average. In this case,
we found learning by video on demand is suitable for the software engineering class
of CAMT. .

5

Conclusion

Applying SaaS in the classroom could enhances the learning method of the
students. This paper tries to prove that the selected learning cloud services from the
previous work could make the student satisfying. The process starts from matching
the prioritized services with the selected cloud provider, and then designing the web
portal and letting the students try before give the feedback. The limitation of this
research is applying the services from only one cloud provider. For the future work,
the researchers can use the integration approach with various sources of services.
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